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reloaders. I suppose if you add up all the reloading
experience combined, you’d have to say it equaled
several hundred years as a minimum. You don’t
remain in that department very long unless you are
knowledgeable, polite, helpful, and willing to go the
extra mile for a customer. You can get advice on
assembly and disassembly of your machine, proper
lubrication, fine-tuning, and a host of information.
Did you buy your Dillon reloader second hand? No
problem. The warranty goes with it, and you’ll get a
manual to tell you all about it at no charge. Need a
part on a Dillon machine that’s no longer in produc-
tion? The customer service rep will go down to
repairs and see if he can find one for you. Is your
machine old and creaky, falling apart and needs ten-
der loving care? Call in, get a Return Merchandise
Authorization (RMA) number, send your reloader in,
and it will be repaired at no charge. If you’re not will-
ing to do it, and just want your machine taken apart,
cleaned and lubricated and returned to you, that can
be done at a very nominal charge which will include
return shipping charges. Call for specific details and
an RMA number.

A lot of the time of a customer service rep is spent
on advising customers on how to cure minor prob-
lems. Often the problem can be cured with a few
minutes of time on the spot. More complex prob-
lems can be solved by Dillon sending you, free of
charge, a replacement part or parts that will be
needed to make it right.

Normal wear and tear on anything mechanical
will result in parts wearing out. Give Dillon a call.
The customer service rep has direct access to hun-
dreds of small parts right there in the sales depart-
ment. He’ll take a few notes, then put the parts in a

padded envelope and send them out to you no
charge by the close of business that day.

Are you a new reloader or a new buyer of Dillon
equipment? Give Dillon a call, and they will be
happy to give you knowledgeable advice on which
Dillon machine will best suit your particular needs.
The reps will be happy to walk you through the
process of buying your equipment and accessories,
insuring that you have everything you need, and
conversely, not a bunch of stuff you don’t need.

Have a sticky reloading question? Call in and get
the benefit of years of reloading experience that
will guide you. Remember that the one piece of
advice the Dillon reps can’t give you is specific
reloading recipes – for that you will always be
referred to a recognized reloading manual. But
often you can be advised on the most suitable
powders, bullets, primers, accessories and tech-
niques for your application.

Although you can also send communications to
customer service via e-mail, if you want an instant
response, it’s best to use Dillon’s toll-free technical
service line (1-800-223-4570). Because the Dillon
staff gets hundreds of e-mails every day, and it takes
substantial time to write and respond to each one,
you may have a wait of a few days before you get a
response. But when you do, the response you get
will be to the point and accurate. That’s the way
things are done at Dillon.

The folks at Dillon will often tell you that if you
have a problem or a question on any of their equip-
ment or reloading in general, “Don’t be shy – give us a
call. We’ll be happy to help you.” And they mean it.  

So there you have it – customer service at Dillon
– EXPOSED!
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